ABSTRACT: Solid-state transformation between different materials is often accompanied by mechanical expansion and compression due to their volume change and structural evolution at interfaces. However, these two types of dynamics are usually difficult to monitor in the same time. In this work, we use in situ transmission electron microscopy to directly study the reduction transformation at the AgCl−Ag interface. Three stages of lattice fluctuations were identified and correlated to the structural evolution. During the steady state, a quasi-layered growth mode of Ag in both vertical and lateral directions were observed due to the confinement of AgCl lattices. The development of planar defects and depletion of AgCl are respectively associated with lattice compression and relaxation. Topography and structure of decomposing AgCl was further monitored by in situ scanning transmission electron microscopy. Silver species are suggested to originate from both the surface and the interior of AgCl, and be transported to the interface. Such mass transport may have enabled the steady state and lattice compression in this volume-shrinking transformation. T he transformation from silver halides (AgX, typical X = Cl, Br, I) to the metal Ag is a "shear transformation" that requires removal of halide atoms and reorganization of silver to form a more compact lattice. This classic solid-state transformation reaction was commonly used in the photographic reaction and was later developed as a foundation toward microto nanofabrication and synthesis for various silver-based structures.
T he transformation from silver halides (AgX, typical X = Cl, Br, I) to the metal Ag is a "shear transformation" that requires removal of halide atoms and reorganization of silver to form a more compact lattice. This classic solid-state transformation reaction was commonly used in the photographic reaction and was later developed as a foundation toward microto nanofabrication and synthesis for various silver-based structures. 1−5 As a particular example in the emerging photocatalysis field, AgX/Ag, as a group of plasmonic semiconductor-metal heteronanostructures, have been synthesized from AgX solid precursors and identified to exhibit high photocatalytic efficiency under visible light.
6−10 Such a transformation reaction and the resulting interfacial structure also finds important roles in electrochemical applications. Notably, this material combination is widely used as a standard reference electrode. Therefore, the structure and dynamics at the interface between AgCl and Ag are important to understanding the charging and discharging mechanisms at the electrode, and may provide insights for other electrode materials involving analogous solid-state reactions.
To understand the transformation from silver halides to silver and the resulting interfacial structures, a method to monitor solid-state reactions with high temporal and spatial resolutions is required. Recently, in situ X-ray nanodiffraction was employed to study the transformation from AgBr to Ag and revealed the existence of splitting, rotation, and lattice fluctuation of crystal grains in this reaction. 11 However, the structural origin of such dynamics needs to be further explored by direct observations in real space, since the dynamics recorded in the reciprocal space cannot be unequivocally transformed into nanoscale morphological and crystallographic information in the real space.
In situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has been used to provide direct observation of various chemical and physical processes involving transformation of condensed matters with multiple phases or components. 13 This technology has further assisted the design and optimization of many functional materials, such as Li-ion batteries, 14−16 semiconductor nanowires for electronics 17−19 and functional nanoparticles. 20, 21 In particular, a TEM uses electrons as the illumination source, which carry high energy and can induce the conversion from AgCl to Ag. This property can enable direct observations of this reaction in high resolution using TEM. 22−24 Mechanical behaviors of materials in the nanoscale has also been extensively explored thanks to the development of in situ TEM nanomechanics with the aid of straining stages. 25 The understanding of plasticity and deformation mechanism in the atomic scale, for example, has been pushed forward with such technologies. 26, 27 New data analysis methods such as strain mapping 28−30 have further enabled strain measurement directly from TEM images. With the emergence of these technical advances for in situ TEM, the dynamic mechanical behaviors of single crystalline grains during a chemical reaction may be monitored in real time.
Here, we report the multistage transformation processes from AgCl to Ag and the lattice fluctuation with atomic-scale resolution at their interface, directly observed by in situ TEM. The electron beam (e-beam) in TEM serves a second function in addition to imaging: high energy electrons irradiating AgCl can induce its reductive conversion to Ag and the resulting removal of Cl from the lattice. 11, 24 We monitored the growth of Ag along the AgCl−Ag atomic interface when the AgCl lattice is stable. Lattice compression and relaxation are shown to be associated with defect formation and AgCl depletion, respectively.
The AgCl−Ag heterojunction sample for in situ TEM was prepared by mixing AgNO 3 and KCl solutions, centrifugation, and subsequent drop-casting on a TEM grid. Detailed procedures are described in the Methods Section in the Supporting Information. Light-induced reductive conversion under ambient conditions and the initial e-beam exposure during sample searching caused the formation of AgCl−Ag heterojunctions before the in situ experiments. When searching for the heterojunctions, the TEM grid was screened in low magnification and low e-beam flux to minimize unwanted rapid transformation. Similar low flux was used to image an overview of typical heterojunctions before initiation of the transformation, as shown in Figure S1 . Then, the flux of electrons and the magnification were raised to initiate the transformation of AgCl to Ag and were maintained constant during the observation. A suitable flux, on the order of 1 pA/cm 2 (normalized to a 400kx indicated magnification, estimated from the fluorescence screen), was used for movie recording of this transformation process with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio and frame rate provided by a CCD detector. We recorded the real-time transformation processes of a heterojunction at the rate of 5 frames per second (fps) in Movie S1. TEM snapshots at different times from Movie S1 are presented in Figure 1 . The heterojunction originally has a diode architecture composed of a AgCl particle, a Ag particle (Ag-P1), and their interface. As Ag + ions were continuously reduced to Ag 0 , the interface between AgCl and Ag-P1 moved gradually into AgCl, as illustrated in stage 1. A series of dark strips were developed at the interface during stage 2 and led to the formation of a new Ag domain in stage 3. Consumption of AgCl eventually left a depleted region at the interface between two domains because of the chlorine loss from AgCl. Such a depleted region is evidenced by the low-contrast area between two materials in the TEM image at 35 s. The high spatial resolution we used in our TEM studies allows us to resolve lattice spacing of the AgCl and Ag domains. Dominant {200} lattice fringes of AgCl and {111} fringes of Ag-P1 were observed ( Figure S2 ) and tracked. Smaller Ag particles (Ag-P2, Ag-P3) also stochastically grow, shrink, or disappear in local regions of AgCl, as shown in Figures S3 and S4 .
During the transformation process from AgCl to Ag in Figure  1 , there exist fluctuations of the AgCl lattice structure. Figure  2A is a typical Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) image of the AgCl region, which clearly shows diffraction patterns along the [01̅ 1] zone axis. After identifying instrumental noises from each TEM image, followed by measuring the centroid locations of the FFT spots (see Methods and Figure S5 ), the average lattice spacings of both AgCl (200) and Ag (111) were calculated as shown in Figure 2B , C. The initial Ag (111) spacing values were used to calibrate the image scale with respect to standard lattice parameters. In this case, the average lattice spacing is mathematically defined as the weighted mean value of spatial frequencies in the reciprocal space. While the reference lattice of Ag (111) remains stable with only sub-2% fluctuations throughout the transformation, the AgCl (200) lattice spacing shows three different stages according to Figure 2C . In stage 1, the lattice spacing was generally steady around the standard value of 0.277 nm with fluctuations of ca. ± 0.5%. It was continuously compressed to about 0.271 nm in stage 2, and then increased to pass beyond the standard value in stage 3. The orientation of the AgCl lattice also changed accordingly in these stages, as shown in Figure S6 .
The steady state−compression−relaxation three-stage process of the lattice fluctuation well accommodates the temporal regimes of three stages distinguished by the morphological evolution ( Figure 1 ). To understand the underlying mechanisms, we correlated the structural changes of the AgCl−Ag interface and the lattice fluctuations in each stage.
Mechanically steady-state solid transformation occurs in stage 1. During this time, multiple monolayers of Ag were grown on the flat interface between AgCl and Ag. This interface, indicated by a black line in the color-enhanced TEM image ( Figure 3A) , is well aligned with the (200) lattice of AgCl. The Ag layers were continuously generated and extended along the interface, which is evidenced by the movement of their edges (black arrows) at different time. In addition, the growth pattern of silver was investigated by analyzing the contrasts in magnified TEM snapshots with corresponding schematic illustrations in Figure 3B , noting that the metallic Ag region shows significantly darker contrast than the AgCl region. With continuous reduction of Ag + from AgCl, at the initial stage (a), several segments and islands of Ag are formed at the interface of AgCl and Ag. Segmented lines in the TEM snapshot (2.0 s) indicate the forefronts of three discontinuous Ag segments, while the position of the original interface is also marked for reference. As further attachment of monomers proceeds, these segments and islands connect laterally, as shown in stage (b). More islands are formed in front of the edge (2.6 s). These multiple monolayers of Ag continue to grow laterally and connect with new islands until the entire interface is filled in stage (c), also shown by the TEM image at 3.0 s. After being completely filled, the interface typically remains stable for a few seconds before new layers start to form following similar processes. It is worth pointing out that the growth does not follow exact layer-by-layer processes of monolayer attachment. Instead, the vertical height of the forming Ag layers also increases during their lateral growth. As a result, multiple monolayers are formed by both nucleation and growth in terms of atomic layers and steps. Atomic-scale nucleation takes place at multiple spots at the interface, and simultaneous growth occurs in both vertical and lateral directions.
The kinetics of vertical and lateral growth is demonstrated by measuring the vertical height of the interface forefront (blue) and the lateral length of each forming layer (red) in Figure 3C . The blue curve shows stepped growth of the Ag layers in the vertical direction with respect to the interface, which resulted from the sequential formation of multiple monolayers. According to this measurement, the lateral growth rate of layers is almost two orders higher than the overall vertical growth rate. Simultaneous growth in both directions is shown by the shaded region, which corresponds to the growth events in Figure 3A . While the lateral growth progresses, the vertical height of the forefront interface rises gradually from zero to 0.19 nm in ca. 1.8 s, rather than jumping to the final height suddenly. Interestingly, multiple lateral growth sometimes takes place concurrently. For example, two red curves coexist from around 10 s. The growth of a second layer commenced before the completion of the first one, and eventually, these two growing layers merged into one thicker layer at 10.6 s and proceeded to fill the remaining space.
We found that the similar transformation pattern occurs at interfaces aligned with different crystallographic orientations of AgCl domains. The two curves (a) and (b) in Figure 3D are the vertical heights at the interfaces aligned with AgCl (111) and (200) in the two heterojunctions shown in Figure S7 , respectively. Corresponding in situ TEM movies are supplied in Movies S2 and S3. These two curves indicate that the vertical growth in different heterojunctions is stepped with uneven step sizes. Though both exhibit a discontinuity, such a growth pattern of the new phase is different from the layered or stepped growth mode recently reported in vapor phase growth of nanowires 31,32 and solid replacement of semiconductors, 17, 33 where vertical growth is accomplished by sequential growth of monolayers. In those cases, the low monomer concentration guarantees that monomer attachment preferentially takes place at atomic steps. Differently, our observations presumably demonstrate the interfacial growth in a supersaturated environment with lattice confinements. In our case, simultaneous growth of Ag to both vertical and lateral directions along the AgCl lattice is likely induced by a faster generation of Ag 0 than the depletion rate due to diffusion, in which supersaturated Ag monomers can initiate the formation of multiple nuclei at the interface in addition to the growth on atomic steps. Moreover, the growth of Ag is constrained by the charged framework of AgCl lattices, which leads to a layered growth behavior. This hypothesis is also evidenced by the nucleation and fast growth of Ag-P2 and Ag-P3 at around 8 and 18 s, as shown in the TEM images in Figure 1 and the corresponding size evolution in 
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Letter Figure S4 . Such homogeneous nucleation within the AgCl domain usually requires even higher supersaturation of monomers than heterogeneous nucleation (or growth) at an existing interface. 34−36 We emphasize that the decomposition behavior of AgCl may be dependent on the parameters of the irradiation. For instance, a higher flux and energy causes noticeable subsecond fluctuations of the contrast in Ag and AgCl domains, indicating strong diffusion inside the crystals ( Figure S8 ).
In stage 2 and 3, the (200) lattice of AgCl underwent a dynamical fluctuation. In stage 2, the AgCl lattice was continuously compressed when the Ag domain further grew, as shown in Figure 2C . As the compression continued from ca. 22 s (point I) to ca. 30 s (point II), a series of planar defects on Ag formed near its interface with AgCl. Color-enhanced TEM images show the formation of these planar defects in Figure 4A by observing the associated dark strips. Two dark strips successively formed near the upper region of the interface at 24 and 26 s, as indicated by blue arrows. Then, the strips extended laterally along the interface between 28 and 30 s while the AgCl−Ag interface continued to move toward AgCl.
These planar defects, formed during AgCl lattice compression in stage 2, are clearly seen in the filtered high-resolution TEM image in Figure 4B at the end of the transformation. Along with the dark strips is the discontinuity of Ag lattices, indicated by white arrows. The upper inset for a magnified TEM image showing discontinuous lattice fringes, and the lower inset for a FFT image showing split patterns, both confirmed the formation of multiple stacking faults or twinning boundaries (see also Figure S9 ). In addition, the concurrence of defect development and AgCl lattice compression is repeatedly observed. At about 37 s, indicated as point III in Figure 2C , AgCl lattices underwent a short period of turnover in stage 3. Accordingly, an additional twin boundary was formed at this point, as shown by yellow arrows in Figure 4B .
Planar defects such as twinning and stacking faults are not rare in face-centered cubic (fcc) materials. This is especially true since Ag is known to have a low stacking fault formation energy among them. 37, 38 Thus, planar defects in Ag crystals can be easily formed. In addition, the high monomer concentration caused by electron radiation can also facilitate the formation of stacking faults and other defects at the interface. As a result, the emergence of stacking faults inevitably alters the lattice orientation or even inserts additional partial atom planes, which exerts a pressure on the existing AgCl crystal in contact. This conclusion is also supported by the local lattice fluctuations measured in four different subregions of AgCl in Figure S10 . In stage 2, the compression in region 2 and 4 that are adjacent to the AgCl−Ag interface, is approximately 10% larger than that measured in regions more distant from the interface (regions 1 and 3) . Since the AgCl domain mechanically interacts with the carbon support underneath, the presence of this nonuniformity of lattice compression suggests that the pressure originates from the side of the interface. The clockwise rotation of AgCl ( Figure S6 ) also indicates that a net torque exerted from the upper right side of AgCl is present. To estimate the scale of this pressure, we can assume that the AgCl nanocrystal shares the same linear elastic constants with bulk single crystals at room temperature. 39 By neglecting the strains in other directions, we calculated the stress corresponding to a normal strain of ca. −2.4% (with respect to the AgCl−Ag interface) to be σ 11 ≈ C 11 ϵ 11 ≈ − 1.44 GPa. In comparison, compression of AgCl bulk crystals at V/V 0 = 0.97 yielded a similar pressure of 1.5 GPa. 40 These results suggest that the mechanical behavior of the single AgCl nanocrystal in our observation is in a reasonable range.
In stage 3, the compressed AgCl lattice was relaxed, as shown in Figure 2C . This change is due to the depletion of AgCl at the interface between the two materials, as shown in the TEM images in the last row of Figure 1 . Consequently, the AgCl domain detached from the Ag domain, thus the (200) lattice of AgCl was gradually relieved from compression. In the same period, continuous growth of a new Ag domain was observed. Three history lines that show the surface of the growing Ag domain at different time are illustrated in Figure 4C . Contrary to the growth mode in stage 1, in which the front boundary of the growing Ag formed a stepped, flat interface, a curved boundary of the Ag domain was observed in stage 3. Our previous discussions have shown that the interface morphology between AgCl and Ag in stage 1 is likely limited by the rigid and charged framework of chlorine ions, 41, 42 which need to be sequentially removed during the AgCl-to-Ag transformation. In stage 3, however, Ag growth toward the depleted space is no longer subject to such a confinement. Therefore, the newly formed domain achieves the minimum surface energy by having a quasi-spherical morphology.
When AgCl is transformed to Ag, the volume of the whole heterojunction decreases due to the mass loss of Cl. If the reduction only involves atoms at the interface, then the receding rate of the AgCl boundary should be higher than the growth rate of Ag. Consequently, a tensile strain should be expected, similar to what is observed after about 37 s ( Figure  2C ), and depletion would form at the very beginning of the transformation. So how is it possible that the interface can move into AgCl steadily and a lattice compression can exist? In the previous discussions, we implicitly hypothesized that the reduced silver atoms can originate from other locations in the AgCl crystal and then diffuse to the interface. This hypothesis means that the formation rate of Ag at the interface is not necessarily lower than the receding rate of AgCl during the first two stages of our observation.
To better evaluate this hypothesized mechanism, we used in situ scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) with simultaneous secondary electron (SE) and bright field (BF) signals to investigate the topography and structure of transforming AgCl crystals at the same time. We observed that the decomposition of AgCl can happen in two ways, as indicated by the sequential microscopy images and correspond- ing schematic illustrations in Figure 5 . For decomposition inside the crystal, formation of a low-density region (e.g.,
shown by the blue arrow) in the BF image without observable changes in the SE images indicates the formation of internal voids. Decomposition at the surface of AgCl is demonstrated by the receding steps in the SE images, as the surface edges in the second image are deviated from their positions in the first image (shown by the dashed lines). Both pathways can be potentially matched with phenomena in the in situ TEM observations ( Figure 1 ): interior decomposition may be correlated with the formation of a bright region at 10−15 s, and surface decomposition may be correlated with the diminishing of a dark region during 0−20 s. Importantly, both observed pathways have decomposition locations away from the Ag−AgCl interfaces. These results suggest that the Ag atoms that attach to the Ag particle at the interface originate from both the interior and the surface of AgCl, and then transport to the AgCl−Ag interface, possibly due to the high Ag cation mobility in AgCl. 41, 42 Note that how the chlorine ions disassemble and diffuse, and how the charge distribution on the particles evolve is not clear and requires further studies using different methods than TEM imaging. Further evidence comes from the dissolution of a small silver particle in the in situ TEM experiment (Ag-P3, see Figure 1 , 35−40 s; see also Figure S4 for its size evolution) when a depletion region between AgCl and Ag was formed in stage 3. This observation is in accordance with the Ostwald ripening process, in which small particles with higher surface energy dissolve and feed monomers for the growth of larger particles. Due to the existence of such mass transport pathways of silver species in AgCl, local growth rate of Ag can be comparable or even higher than the decomposition rate of AgCl. Therefore, steady state and compression of the lattice are possible in this shear transformation, although the overall volume shrinks when changing from AgCl to Ag.
To further evaluate other possible factors that can induce lattice fluctuations, we analyzed the dynamic ranges of thermal shrinkage and grain rotation, and potential errors from the measurements. Figure S11A shows the thermal expansion and shrinkage data of fcc AgCl crystals, extracted from a previous Xray diffraction (XRD) study. 43 In comparison, the dynamic range from our observations is far lower than the level that thermal shrinkage can reach, even down to −190°C. As for grain rotation, since a TEM image is a 2D projection, tilted crystal zone axis will lead to a multiplicity of cos θ to the observed lattice spacing in small angles. However, this effect is very small compared to the dynamic range of our experiment. As can be seen in Figure S11B and C, the allowed crystal tilt angle is only within a few degrees to enable clear observation of lattice fringes from coherent TEM image simulation. 44 Such small tolerance angle is confirmed by analyzing the fringevisibility band. 45 In addition, the potential measurement errors of lattice fringes are also significantly less than the dynamic range of compression−relaxation observed in this work. Detailed simulation procedures, parameters and discussions are given in the Supporting Information (Text S2−S4). Thus, the observed lattice fluctuation can be attributed predominantly to crystal compression, which is associated with structural changes, rather than the two external factors or measurement errors.
In summary, a multistage transformation process from AgCl to Ag at their interfaces has been observed by in situ highresolution TEM. We showed a steady state−compression− relaxation three-stage process of the lattice structure of AgCl, correlated with different structural evolution during the transformation. The presence of AgCl lattices directed formation of a flat and stepped interface as well as a quasilayered growth mode in the steady state. Mass transport of Ag monomers across the AgCl crystal, either from the interior or the surface, to the AgCl−Ag interface enabled highly supersaturated growth behaviors and development of planar defects. We further showed that defect formation is associated with the compression of AgCl lattice, and the resulting strain is then relaxed due to the depletion of AgCl at the end of the transformation. Importantly, the steady state and lattice compression observed in this work will not be possible without the existence of mass transport in the converting crystal domain. In many solid-state transformations, such mass transport must be carefully considered to understand the type of lattice structure fluctuations and mechanical behaviors. Therefore, the results of our study provide important insight into understanding nanoscale heterostructures between different materials including the reduction couple of silver halides. 
